
RUDD ON THE NIGERIAN LAW OF EVIDENCE
By G. R. R U D D , Barrister-at-Law; Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme Court,

Nigeria; Director of Legal Education, Nigeria; formerly Senior Lecturer at the Law

Society's School of Law, London

This excellent new work, running to around 250 pages, is a much needed text-
book on an important subject. The author has drawn his material from the
statute and case law of the Federation of Nigeria and the Regions as well as
from English law, and includes useful references to the cases of other Common-
wealth countries, providing an invaluable work for practititioners, students and
police officers.

NWAETEZFS CONSTITUTIONAL
LAW OF THE NIGERIAN REPURLIC
By B. O. N W A B U E Z E , LL.M.(LOND.) , Barrister-at-Law; Senior Lecturer in Law in
the University of Lagos; sometime Commonwealth Scholar

There is no doubt that this comprehensive new work will quickly become a
standard textbook for students in the Nigerian Universities as well as providing
a useful source of information for anyone interested in the Nigerian Constitution.
In a lucid, easy style the author covers everything from the sources of constitu-
tional 1 aw and the nature of the constitution, to the indiviual organs of govern-
ment and their respective powers.

EZEJIOFOR'S PROTECTION OF
HUMAN RIGHTS UNDER THE LAW
By GAIUS EZEJIOFOR, LL.M., PH.D.(LOND.), Barrister-at-Law; Lecturer in Law
in the University of Lagos; sometime Commonwealth Scholar

In this fascinating new work the author examines the development of the
concept of human rights and makes an interesting critical analysis of the extent
to which ideas on the subject have been incorporated into legislation. A
comparative study is made of human rights in both the "Old Commonwealth"
and the "New Commonwealth", so that a wide range of countries is discussed
from India and Canada to the newly independent African states.

NWABUEZE'S MACHINERY OF JUSTICE IN NIGERIA
By B. O. N W A B U E Z E , LL.M.(LOND.) , Barrister-at-Law; Senior Lecturer in Law in
the University of Lagos; sometime Commonwealth Scholar
There has been a considerable lack of textbooks catering for the needs of African
law students and this new work by a Nigerian lawyer will undoubtedly be given
a warm welcome. Giving an historical account of the Nigerian legal system
from pre-colonial days to the present, the book continues by providing a pene-
trating analysis of the judicial system as it now stands. The laws, the Courts and
the legal profession are all critically discussed and the author puts forward
suggestions of his own for possible improvements in the machinery of justice.
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JOURNAL OF
NIGERIAN STUDIES

A monthly periodical whose mission is to enrich knowledge
about the most populous democratic State in Africa will soon
be published under the auspices of private endeavour.
It will be a medium of information regarding trends in
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and other disciplines as they affect this colossus of Africa.

Among its features will bet
— Introduction to Encyclopaedia Nigeriana.
— Review of certain aspects of Nigerian history.
— Commentary on Nigerian law and procedure.
— Dictionary of Nigerian biography.
— Criticism of latest books and articles in periodicals

relating to Nigeria.
— Collection of bibliographical literature on Nigeria.
— Chronological data on Nigeria.
— Articles affecting various facets of Nigerian life.

Payment will be made for accepted literary and graphic
contributions at approved rates. Typescripts or manuscripts
will be returned if they are accompanied by self-addressed and
pre-stamped envelopes.

African Book Company Limited
P.M.B. 12022
Lagos, Nigeria
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